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2 june 2021: clear stamps

Get ready for some fun! Introducing seven new stamp sets and coordinating Lawn Cuts dies!

giant 
    birthday messages LF2599

matching dies:  LF2600

toucan do it LF2603

matching dies:  LF2604

s’more the merrier LF2593

matching dies:  LF2594

matching dies: LF2602

tiny birthday 
    friends LF2601

i like naps LF2163

matching dies: LF2164

mermaid for you 
    flip-flop LF2595

matching dies: LF2596

duh-nuh 
    flip-flop LF2597

matching dies: LF2598

a� your



Create tropical rainforest scenes with these wild (and cute) new dies! 

3june 2021:  lawn cuts

tropical leaves LF2617 happy hibiscus LF2619

coordinating die: Magic Iris: LF2238

magic iris 
    tropical leaves add-on LF2614

tropical vine 
    borders LF2616

tropical leaves backdrop LF2615smiley s’more LF2609 forest backdrop LF2611build-a-campsite LF2610



4 june 2021: lawn cuts4

simple stripes: 
   diagonal LF2620

simple stripes: 
   portrait LF2622

simple stripes: 
   landscape LF2621

giant 
   happy birthday LF2612

giant 
   happy birthday to you LF2613delightful daisy LF2607 garden gnome LF2553

slimline tropical leaves border LF2618

Send someone happy birthday wishes, and really mean it! These giant sentiments fit a standard sized card!



5june 2021: paper / stencils 5

Stencils are great for creating your own scenes and work well with a variety of crafty techniques!

stencils
confetti stencils LF2624

tropical leaves stencil LF2625

tropical leaves 
    background stencils LF2626

mountain stencil LF2627

12x12" sheets 
(pictured left to right)
rose quartz LF2584
carnelian LF2585
citrine LF2586
emerald LF2587
larimar LF2588
amethyst LF2589

complete collection
petite paper pack (6x6”) LF2590
collection pack (12x12”) LF2591

12x12” patterned papers are double-sided, acid & lignin free, and made in the USA!

Confetti Stencils (2 pack)

Tropical Leaves Background Stencils (2 pack) Tropical Leaves Stencil

Mountain Stencil

7 8 9 5 5 4 5 7 4 1 6 7

6 x 6" paper pad | 36 sheets with 12 coordinating designs | item # LF2590

 © 2021 lawn fawn | www.lawnfawn.com | acid & lignin free | made in USA



Lawn Fawn would like to thank the wonderful community of crafters for sharing 

beautiful projects, innovative ideas, and heartfelt feelings with us every day.

Thanks also to Audrey Tokach, Chari Moss, Elise Constable, Grace Camou, Megan 

Quinn, Mindy Eggen, Rebecca Kaufmann and Tammy Stark for creating the 

cards and crafts in this catalog.

For more information or to order online visit www.lawnfawn.com.
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